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Problems in the Calculus of Variations can be viewed as multi- 
stage decision problems of a continuous type. It follows that their 
solutions can be characterized by the functional equation technique 
of dynamic programming [l]. 
In this paper, it will be shown that the functional equation 
approach yields, in simple and intuitive fashion, formal derivations 
of such classical necessary conditions of the Calculus of Variations 
as the Euler-Lagrange equations, the Weierstrass and Legendre 
conditions, natural boundary conditions, a transversality condition 
and the Erdmann corner conditions. 
The more general “problem of Bolza” in which the final time is 
defined implicitly and in which the expression to be extremized is 
the sum of an integral and a function evaluated at the end point 
is also considered. The principal necessary condition, usually called 
the “multiplier rule,” is deduced. We shall also derive necessary 
conditions for the case where the decision variables are restricted by 
inequality constraints. 
Finally, it is shown that the functional equation characterization 
readily yields the Hamilton- Jacobi partial differential equation of 
classical mechanics. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Problems in the Calculus of Variations can be viewed as multi-stage 
decision problems of a continuous type. It follows that their solutions 
can be characterized by the functional equation technique of dynamic 
programming [I]. 
In this paper, it will be shown that the functional equation approach 
yields, in simple and intuitive fashion, formal derivations of such classical 
necessary conditions of the Calculus of Variations as the Euler-Lagrange 
equations, the Weierstrass and Legendre conditions, natural boundary 
conditions, a transversality condition and the Erdmann corner conditions. 
The more general “problem of Bolza” in which the final time is defined 
implicitly and in which the expression to be extremized is the sum of an 
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integral and a function evaluated at the end point is also considered. The 
principal necessary condition, usually called the “multiplier rule,” is 
deduced. We shall also derive necessary conditions for the case where 
the decision variables are restricted by inequality constraints. 
Finally, it is shown that the functional equation characterization 
readily yields the Hamilton- Jacobi partial differential equation of 
classical mechanics. 
II. DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING FORMULATION 
We shall consider initially the simplest problem in the Calculus of 
Variations. We wish to determine the curve y connecting the points 
(xO,yO) and (xi,yi) such that the integral along.the curve of some given 
function F(x,y,y’) is a minimum. 
Introduce the function f(x,y) of the variables x and y by means of 
the relation 
This defines f(x,y) to be the value of the integral of F(x,y,y’) from (x,y) 
to a fixed final point (xr,yi) where the function y, or what amounts to 
the same thing, y’, has been chosen so as to minimize the integral. Clearly 
fhY,) = 0. 
We can now write the functional-relation 
f(w) = min [W,y,y’)~ + f(X + A, y + r’41 + O(4, (2) 
Y’ 
which states that the value of the integral from any point (x,y) to the 
end point equals the integral from x to x + A plus the minimum value 
of the integral from the new point (X + d, y + y’d) to the end point, 
where the initial direction y’(x) is chosen so as to minimize the sum. This 
is a particular application of the principle of optimality of the theory 
of dynamic programming [l], p. 83. Since we shall let d become in- 
x+A 
finitesimal, we write F(x,y,y’)d for s F(x,y,y’) dx, with an error O(d). 
x 
III. THE EULER EQUATION 
Proceeding formally, power series expansion of (2.2) yields 
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Letting A -+ 0, this leads to the nonlinear partial differential equation 




+ $+ y’ 5 1 
which is equivalent to the two equations 
(2) 
F/f $=O (3) 
and 
F+ $+y$$=o. 
Differentiating (3) with respect to x, we obtain 





These last two equations combined with (3) yield the classical Euler 
equation 
-&F?J-F, = 0. (7) 
The usual derivation of this result from (2); cf [l], p. 264, requires 
the theory of characteristics, 
IV. THE LEGENDRE CONDITION 
We have used the fact that the derivative of (3.2) must equal zero 
at a minimum. The additional requirement that the second derivative 
of (3.2) with respect to y’ must be positive, in order to yield a minimum, 
leads to the inequality 
F,J,~ > 0 
which is the classical Legendre condition. 
(1) 
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V. THE WEIERSTRASS CONDITION 
Even the Legendre condition is not strong enough since we may have 
a relative minimum. For an absolute minimum to exist, for all other ?’ 
we must have the inequality 
(1) 
or 
F(x,y,P) - F(x,y,y’) + (9’ - Y’) -g 3 0 
which, using equation (3.3), yields 
~(x,y,*‘) - F(x,y,y’) - (f’- y’) Fy, b 0, 




The above arguments easily generalize to include the case where 
several functions yi (x) are sought, as well as the case where higher 
derivatives are included. Here, F is a scalar function of the independent 
variable x, the N functions y; (x), and the derivatives of these functions 
with respect to x. The function f is a function of the lower limit of integra- 
tion x, and the values yi at the point x. 
Then, following the reasoning of Section III, we obtain the equation 
n 
0= min 
YL’. . ,Yn’ 
rYj’$ 
i=l 1 1 
which yields the further equations 
Fyi. + af = 0 
ayi 
i ZZ 1 , . . . ,n, 
n 
F + ; -+- 2 Yi’ 5 = ‘. 
j=l 





and, taking partial derivatives with respect to yi, 
n aF ay.1 
n 
FY,-+ 27’+ 
i=l 39 aYi & + iYYi$& + j=l 
(5) 
n af wi c --= i=l aYi ayi 
o i = 1,. . .,n. 
We thus obtain the set of Euler equations 
&Fyi. - F,; = 0 i = 1,. . .,n. 
If F is a function of second or higher derivatives the problem can be 
reduced to one involving only first derivatives subject to constraint 
equations by a simple substitution, or one can carry out a proof based 
on Section III directly. 
VII. AN ISOPERIMETRIC PROBLEM 
Let us add the restriction that 
% 
I 
G(x,y,y’) dx = 2, 
n 
(1) 
where z is a given value. Our basic function, the value of the minimum, 
is now one of three variables, x, y and z. Hence we write 
hY1) 
f(x,r4 = $)n 
I 
W,Y,Y’) dx (2) 
(%Y) 
subject to the restriction in (1). 
The analogue of the equation in (2.2) is 
f(x,y,z) = min [F(x,y,y’)d + f(x + A, y + y’d, z - G(~,y,y’kVl. (3) 
Ye 
Proceeding as before, we get 
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which yields, upon differentiation, 
Analogous to (3.4) we have the equation 
af af af o=F+~+Y’F-G~- 
Differentiation of (5), and partial differentiation with respect to y of (6), 
combine to yield 
Partial differentiation of (6) with respect to z yields the following results, 
2 = const 
az ’ 
VIII. LAGRANGE MULTIPLIER 
We have thus shown that af/az plays the role of the Lagrange mul- 
tiplier. Furthermore, we have established the well-known fact that it is 
constant, i.e., independent of x, in the isoperimetric problem. Equation 
(7.7) is the Euler equation for the formulation including a Lagrange 
multiplier. 
IX. NATURAL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
Suppose that y(a) is not specified. Then the optimal initial y-value 
has the property that the change in the minimal value of the integral to 
the final point (b,y(b)) caused by a change in initial point y(a) is zero. 
Otherwise, there would be a better starting point. Therefore 
ai - 
ay x=a 
= 0 (1) 
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or, by (3.3) 
Fy’lrsa = 0. (2) 
This is the natural boundary condition associated with an unspecified 
boundary value. 
X. A TRANSVERSALITY CONDITION 
Let us now suppose that the y-curve sought must start somewhere 
on a given curve y = g(x). Now the initial value is neither specified, 
nor is it constrained to the vertical line x = a, as in the above section. 
We reason as follows. For the optimal curve, the change in f as the 
initial point varies along the specified curve must be zero. This is equiv- 
alent to saying that at the initial point 
and by (3.3) 
F + (g’ - y’)F,r = 0. (3) 
This condition on the initial derivative y’ in terms of the initial point (x,y) 
and the slope of g(x) is a classical transversality condition. 
XI. THE ERDMANN CORNER CONDITIONS 
We show first that a//ax and aflay are continuous along the optimal 
curve. This is done as follows: 
which, by (3.6), gives 
(1) 
Thus 
which is continuous, even if y’ is discontinuous. Similarly for af/&z. 
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We now ask under what conditions the optimal y’ may be discontin- 
uous. Examination of (3.3) shows that 
F,,EC (4) 
across the discontinuity, and (3.4) now tells us that 
F - y’F,, E C (5) 
across the discontinuity. These are the Erdmann corner conditions. 
XII. THE PROBLEMS OF MAYER AND BOLZL~ 
Thus far we have restricted our attention to the so-called “problem 
of Lagrange.” We have sought a function of x which minimized the 
integral of a given function. 
An example of a more general problem is: 
Given (a) a set of initial conditions 
Y&) = ci (i=l,...,N); 
(b) a set of differential equations 
(c) a set of final conditions 
yj(T) = di where j is some subset of the integers 1,. . . , 
N and T is unspecified ; find the function z(t) which 
minimizes T. 
That is, transform certain initial states into desired final states in 
minimum time. The importance of this formulation for both engineering 
and economic control problems is evident. 
Since none of the functions y(t) are known to be monotone, time 
cannot safely be eliminated from this problem in favor of any other 
independent variable. Thus the problem cannot be transformed into 
one of Lagrange type. 
To deduce the nature of the solution, we first define the function f(y,t) 
of N + 1 variables (y is a vector) as: f(y,t) = minimum time to transform 
initial conditions y given at time t into the specified final values where 
g;(y,z,t) = ji and z(t) is chosen optimally. 
Then, by the principle of optimality, 
f(y,t) = min [At + f(y $- gdt, t + 41. (‘1 P 
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By series expansion, we obtain formally, as before 




P i=l 1 (2) 
i=l 
We can now draw the following conclusions by examination of (3) 
and (4): 
(a) ft = 0 at t = T by the definition of f(y,t). 
(b) Zz Ifyi(T) g<(T) = - 1 at T from (4) and (a). 
(c) If the g’s are not time-dependent, ZF= lfr,gi = - 1 all along the 
optimal path (this is a first integral of the solution). 
(d) For y’s not prescribed at T, f,,;(T) = 0 by the definition of f(y,t). 
(e) In the classical literature, the fyi are called Ai, the multiplier 
functions. 
If the multipliers, the f,,i, are known at a point, the above equations 
tells US how to determine the optimal decision, z, at that point. It remains 
to determine how the multipliers change as functions of time along the 
optimal path. We would like to be able to compute (d/dt) f,. By dif- 
ferentiation we know that 
For the important case where the differential equations are not time 
varying, partial differentiation of (4) with respect to yi yields 
(6) 
Combining these two results, with the aid of (3), we obtain the Euler 




i= 1,. . .,N. (7) 
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These N first order differential equations for the multiplier func- 
tions, together with the N constraint equations 
&(YJ$) = pi (W 
and equation (3) constitute a set of 2N + 1 equations that can be solved 
for the N multiplier functions, the N variables y(t) and the policy func- 
tion z(t). The 2N constants of integration are determined by the N 
initial y values, the specified final v values and (d) above. 
As in prior sections, various other necessary conditions follow readily 
from the requirement that the value of z in (2) yields an absolute minimum. 
The above problem is of a type called “the problem of Mayer.” More 
generally, we can combine the Lagrange and Mayer problems and seek 
to minimize the integral of a function plus a function evaluated at the 
end point, where the function evaluated at the end point contains some 
variables whose final values are unspecified in advance. The above 
formalism is applicable, and results are easily deduced. This very general 
problem is called the “problem of Rolza.” 
XIII. INEQUALITY CONSTRAINTS 
A further generalization that has stimulated some interest in recent 
applications of the Calculus of Variations concerns inequality constraints 
on the decision variables. 
Let us assume that the forcing function z is to be chosen subject to 
the inequality constraint 
AAt the boundary, equation (12.3) is now lacking, so (12.7) becomes 
On the boundary we have 





We see that inequality constraints of the above type can be included. 
In classical theory ,U appears as an additional Lagrange multiplier 
introduced to incorporate the constraint. 
XIV. THE HAMILTON- JACOBI EQUATION 
Finally, we shall show how the Hamilton- Jacobi equation of classical 
mechanics follows trivially from the principle of optimality in conjunction 
with the Hamilton principle that a particle moves so as to minimize the 
Lagrangian JL(q,p,t)dt. 
If q, a vector, describes the state of a system (i.e., q is a point in 
configuration space in the terminology of classical mechanics), cj = dq/dt 
is the decision variable to be chosen optimally, L(q,cj,t) is the Lagrangian, 
and the problem is to transform state Q given at time to into q at time t 
while minimizing the functional JL(q,cj,t)dt we proceed as follows. Define: 
S(q,t;Q,t,,) = the value of St”, L(q,cj,t(dt where 4(t) has been chosen 
so as to transform state Q given at time to into state q at time t while 
minimizing JLdt. 
Then, at time to we have 
(1) 
while at any time t we have 
S(q>t;QJc,) = y; [L(q,q,t)d + S(q - @I$ -d ;Q,t,,)]. (2) 
These equations result from the application of the principle of 
optimality at each end of the interval. 
At time to, 
. as as 
L+Qa~+at, 1 (3) 
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At the general time t, expansion of (2) yields the 2 equations 
as as O=L--p ~- at 
a4 
(4 
Defining the Hamiltonian function H(q,$,t) as $cj -. I,, (5) becomes 
the Hamilton- Jacobi partial differential equation 
The initial conditions that at time t, the configuration is Q determine 
the required constants of integration for the solution function S(q,t;Q,t,). 
Furthermore, if the initial momenta P are known, equation (4) gives us 
q = q(t;Q,P,t,) and (6) yields p = p(t;Q,P,t,). Hence, solution of the 
Hamilton-Jacobi equation (7) tells us the position q and momenta fi 
as functions of time and the initial conditions. Methods for analytically 
determining the solution of (7) and finding the coordinates and momenta 
as functions of time are discussed in many texts and are beyond the scope 
of this note. 
xv. CONCLUSWN 
The simplicity of the foregoing derivations indicates that the proper 
characterization of functional minimization is the “principle of op- 
timality.” The results of classical mechanics and the calculus of variations 
then follow by simple differentiations. 
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